Abstract: Fuel cells will become more attractive to mainstream electricity users as they improve in capability and decrease in cost. Molten Carbonate Fuel Cell (MCFC) stack dynamic model was developed to analyze a spectrum of dynamic responses, and a simplified process flow diagram of a fuel cell power plant is presented. The neural network (NN) computing architectures suggest that they may be good candidates for implementing real-time controllers for complicated, nonlinear dynamic systems. A new concept of intelligent setpoint reference governor (I-SRG) using heuristic algorithm will be developed to find the optimal setpoints based on system constraints and performance objectives.
INTRODUCTION
A fuel cell is similar to a battery in that an electro-chemical reaction is used to create electric current. Since the gas reactants can be fed into the fuel cell and constantly replenished, the unit will never run down like a battery. In a typical fuel cell, gaseous fuels are fed continuously to the anode (negative electrode) and an oxidant (i.e., oxygen from air) is fed continuously to the cathode (positive electrode). Appleby (1989) noted that, in theory, any substance capable of chemical oxidation that can be supplied continuously (as a fluid) can be burned galvanically as fuel at the anode of a fuel cell. The catalytic function of electrodes is more important in lower temperature fuel cells and less so in high temperature fuel cells because ionization reaction rates increase with temperature (EG & G Technical Services Inc., 2002) .
There are four main types of fuel cells currently being developed and/or distributed. They include Phosphoric Acid Fuel Cells (PAFC), Molten Carbonate Fuel Cells (MCFC), Solid Oxide Fuel Cells (SOFC), and Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel Cells (PEMFC). Natural gas (methane) is considered to be the most readily available and cleanest fuel (next to hydrogen) for distributed generation applications, so most research for stationary power systems is focused on converting natural gas into pure hydrogen fuel. This is particularly true for low-temperature fuel cells (PEMFC and PAFC) . Here, fuel reformers use a catalytic reaction process to break the methane molecule and then separate hydrogen from carbon based gases. High temperature fuel cells such as the MCFC or the SOFC do not require a reformer since the high operating temperature of the fuel cell allows for the direct conversion of natural gas to hydrogen.
MCFC POWER PLANT
A model of a Direct MCFC stack is investigated as part of an ongoing study of autonomous plant-wide and distributed generation control of fuel cell power plants. The investigation is based on first principles and includes the dominant chemical reactions and simplifying assumptions used to derive the lumped parameter model. Direct fuel cell (DFC) internally reforms methane-containing fuels into hydrogen, partially in an internal reforming unit (RU) and partially at the cells.
A relatively large-scale demonstration of the MCFC technology and its commercialization potential is California's 2-MW Santa Clara Demonstration Project (SCDP). The SCDP contains 125-kW stacks of fuel cells based on DFC technology developed by Fuel Cell Energy (FCE). A simplified process flow diagram (PFD) of the SCDP is shown in Fig. 1 . A dynamic model for the SCDP including balanceof-plant (B.O.P.) has been described in . A simulation model of the Direct Reforming MCFC stack was implemented for control system applications to fuel cell power plants using the matlab/simulink software. The operation and control of the SCDP is considered to produce the total stack power. In Fig. 1, 9 control points of the SCDP are displayed as control loops from u 1 to u 9 . First,
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The Control Structure of the SCDP
The control structure of the SCDP power plant is shown in the Fig. 2 , where the control system consists of setpoint reference governor (SRG), 9 controllers and the power conditioning system (PCS) for 10 control loops. The PCS converts Plant DC power produced by the stack array to AC power for grid. The PCS is considered to be an ideal power converter with unity gain and first-order lag dynamics. The Plant DC power output is forced to follow the Plant DC power demand through the 9 controllers and the PCS. The SRG generates the load dependent setpoint values according to Plant DC power demand. These load dependent setpoints are r4, r8, r9, and r10 in Fig. 1 . Other setpoints of r1, r2, r3, and r5 to r7 are the constant values. Each of the 9 controllers is designed on the basis of a singleloop PI controller capable of responding to the Plant DC power demand. In order to avoid cheap control (large, unrealistic control action) (Kwakernaak and Sivan, 1972) , actuator constraints on all loops by limiting the control gains are observed implicitly. Generally, PI controllers are not designed to be model-based because of nonlinear characteristics of the MCFC power plant. Control loop tuning procedures (Shinskey, 1988) are used to stabilize the nominal plant for small perturbations, followed by trial-and-error to expand the operating range.
There are details about the system control that are known only to Distributed Control System (DCS) vendors. For example, it is not known that the setpoint calculations for natural gas flow and steam flow, or whether these were automatically computed by the DCS. RU inlet temperature setpoint is known for several operating points.
Five control loops: stack differential pressure, RU backpressure, steam drum volume, steam drum pressure, and natural gas temperature are all associated with fixed setpoints given by the SRG, invariant with Plant DC power demand. The controllers associated with these control loops are therefore regulators. The SRG determines the four setpoint signals of RU Inlet Temperature, Natural Gas Flow, Steam Flow, and Stack Temperature depending on Plant DC power demand (Lukas et al., 2002) .
The RU inlet temperature setpoint is scheduled with Plant DC power demand. For simplicity, it is assumed that the setpoint is linearly interpolated between the known, optimal setpoints. The operating range covered by the load profile includes the RU temperature setpoints: (1) rated power (1809 kW) 1056.5 °F, (2) full power (2023 kW) 1069.2 °F, (3) part load (1452 kW) 1044 °F. Thus, the RU inlet temperature controller is a tracking controller around this time-varying setpoint.
Setpoints of Steam and Natural Gas Flows
In order to determine the proper flows of natural gas and steam from the net Plant DC power demand in the SRG, the fuel utilization is defined as follows:
where H 2,in and H 2,out are the molar flow rates of hydrogen at the fuel cell inlet and outlet, respectively. H 2,consumed represents the rate of consumption of hydrogen in the electrochemical reaction. Steam-carbon ratio (s/c ratio) is defined as the molar ratio of steam to methane:
Using above relationship, a setpoint for natural gas flow can be determined (Lukas et al., 2001 
where F is Faraday's constant, I sys is the total DC current of MCFC, the subscript pr denotes preconverter, and the "bar" denotes nominal value.
INTELLIGENT CONTROL OF A FC POWER PLANT
The major problem of a complex fuel cell power plant is optimization in operation. To reduce the complexity and provide an optimal operation, an intelligent control will be developed. An intelligent setpoint reference governor (I-SRG) using Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithm will be developed to find the optimal setpoints based on system constraints and performance objectives. This I-SRG will be implemented with neural network to generate the setpoint profile and feedforward control inputs for the Plant DC power demand.
Intelligent SRG with Feedforward Controller
The present system utilizes a nonlinear function which maps the Plant DC power demand to load dependant setpoints of natural gas flow, steam flow, and RU inlet temperature. However, setpoints obtained by a fixed nonlinear function 17th IFAC World Congress (IFAC'08) Seoul, Korea, July 6-11, 2008 cannot provide optimal power plant operation. In other words, the nonlinear mapping function does not provide optimal power plant operation when the Plant DC power demand is changed.
Due to the large stack thermal time constant, there is a significant delay in compensating control in a fuel cell power plant. It is desirable, thus, that PI feedback control is supplemented by additional feedforward control, which can give the advantage that a rapid change in control signal is possible, enabling a much tighter control than with slow feedback alone. The feedforward and feedback control for a fuel cell power plant are shown in Fig. 3 , where P d and P o is the Plant DC power demand and the Plant DC power output, respectively.
The I-SRG contains the feedforward controllers, whose outputs are represented as f 1 ~ f 9 . The output of the SCDP is fed back to the feedback controller, which regulates the output variations due to load disturbances and compensates for the variation in the Plant DC power demand. There are various performance objective functions, among which minimization of load-tracking error and fuel consumption are the most important issues to the fuel cell power plant for distributed generation. This multi-objective optimization results in giving the setpoints of the Plant DC power and the RU inlet temperature, which are used to design the feedforward controllers. The multi-objective optimization is performed in objective functions of the I-SRG. By the optimization results, the I-SRG generates not only the load dependent setpoints but also the 9 feedforward control inputs.
Since traditional optimization techniques may often become computationally unattractive or even unacceptable, new optimization techniques need to be applied. Among several modern heuristic optimization techniques, PSO algorithm will be used to solve the objective optimization problem, as it can provide high quality solution with simple implementation and fast convergence (Angeline, 1998) .
Implementation of I-SRG
Among 10 setpoints of the SCDP, 4 setpoints are loaddependent. The fuel utilization U f and the steam-carbon ratio are set to 75% and 2.0, respectively, for the SCDP as a conservative specification. Then, Steam Flow and Natural Gas Flow can be calculated as (2) and (3), respectively, from a given Plant DC power. Therefore, optimization of setpoints of RU Inlet Temperature and Plant DC power will be considered to solve the multi-objective optimization problem.
The function of the I-SRG is to design optimal mappings from the Plant DC power demand to the setpoints of RU Inlet Temperature and Plant DC power. The I-SRG can be realized by finding all feasible operating points which satisfy all imposed constraints. The I-SRG performs the design process in three steps shown in Fig. 4 . )
, the value of the Plant DC power demand is changed from 70% (1,498 kW) to 100% (2,128 kW) by 5% (106 kW). The maximum temperature of the stack is limited to 1,250 °F and the temperature of the rated power is set to 1056.5°F. Fig. 5 shows the Powercontrol input operating windows, where each one is normalized corresponding to the full power range. 17th IFAC World Congress (IFAC'08) Seoul, Korea, July 6-11, 2008 For the first step, it is necessary to find the steady-state model for calculation of the setpoints by using the obtained feasibility regions 1 2 10 ( , , , ) Ω Ω Ω … . A NN which is known to make the best approximation for nonlinear systems can be used to generate the steady-state models as follows:
Power:
In most control applications, the real-time implementation is very important, and thus the neuro-controller also needs to be designed such that it converges with a relatively small number of training cycles. Since this model is a static mapping rather than dynamic response, the network model can be simplified with feedforward NN. In the network, 21 neurons are used for the hidden layer neuron by a rule of thumb and it showed fast convergence within 2,000 iteration number. For the next step, the optimal solution, * * * 1 2 10 * ( , , , ), u u u u = … is found using the PSO, which is processed to solve the multiobjective optimization for load following and fuel conservation. An objective function for minimization of loadtracking error is formulated as follows:
The Plant DC power setpoint ( ) E u can track to the Plant DC power demand (P d ) as closely as possible by minimizing the objective function 1 ( ) J u . With the operating windows and performance objective function (6), the PSO technique will be used to find the optimal inputs * u .
The plant efficiency can be defined as follows: 4 4 , 800
where N is the molar flow of natural gas, 
where U 7 is the natural gas flow control input. 2 ( ) J u is required to be minimized to increase the plant efficiency.
In the multi-objective optimization, the objective functions are often in conflict with one another when performing the optimization. Thus, it is proposed to minimize the maximum deviation of the objective. The maximum deviation of multiobjective functions is defined as follows: u ) as the feedforward control input ( 1 f to 9 ) f .
A plant DC power demand profile for the I-SRG operation is given in Fig. 7 . The plant DC power demand profile has different rising and falling slopes and levels of constant powers. By using the power-control input operating windows of Fig. 5 , the solution spaces
can be generated with respect to the plant DC power demand profile. ( ) E u are almost the same for both cases as the Plant DC power demand in Fig. 9 . However, the conflicting requirements cause slight difference between the Plant DC power setpoint and the Plant DC power demand. The RU Inlet Temperature setpoint * ( ) T u in Fig. 10 is mapped for different number of objective functions. Different RU temperatures can produce the same amount of power. All the plant DC power setpoint results show that the I-SRG can perform well in the multi-objective optimization problem since the temperature setpoints need to be adopted only when the unit load demand is changed during the load cycle.
The SCDP power plant is simulated with the obtained setpoints * ( ), E u * ( ) T u and feedforward control inputs f 1 to f 9 . Fig. 11 shows the plant DC power demand and the output, which proves satisfactory results for load tracking. RU Inlet Temperature outputs are shown in Fig. 12 . When the RU temperature setpoints are varied in Case 1, stack temperature outputs were close to the conventional ones. However, when two setpoints with additional fuel utilization setpoint (U f ) are varied, stack temperature showed some fluctuations being different from conventional ones.
As shown in Fig, 13 , the plant efficiency of the fuel cell power plant can be improved by using I-SRG. When two setpoints (RU Inlet temperature Td and fuel utilization Uf) are varied to use I-SRG, the plant efficiency was improved significantly. However, some control inputs showed abnormal values, which were caused by constraints of this mathematical simulation model. Therefore, only RU temperature setpoints can be varied to improve the plant efficiency in this simulation model. In real power plant, however, if the control inputs show admissible values, the setpoint of fuel utilization could be varied to improve the plant efficiency to expected levels. 
CONCLUSIONS
The major problems in power plant operation including fuel cells are the coupling problems among systems and optimization problems. A new concept of intelligent controller, intelligent setpoint reference governor (I-SRG), using heuristic algorithm and neural network is developed for a fuel cell power plant. Among several objective functions, load tracking and plant efficiency are solved to find optimal setpoints. Simulation results proved that load changes were followed successfully and the plant efficiency was improved using the I-SRG. The intelligent control techniques could be useful for other power plants according to their objectives.
